OMAKASE “CHEFS CHOICE” SUSHI EXPERIENCE
ALLOW OUR SUSHI CHEF TO SURPRISE YOU ON A CULINARY JOURNEY THROUGH UNIQUE PREPARATIONS OF OUR HAND PICKED FRESH FISH
THREE COURSE-$40
FIVE COURSE-$60
KITCHEN EXPERIENCE
CHOOSE ONE OPTION FROM EACH COURSE
THREE COURSE-$45

STARTER
STEAMED PORK DUMPLINGS
THAI VINAIGRETTE
KUNG PO BRUSSEL SPROUTS
SWEET AND SPICY SESAME GLAZE AND SPICED PEANUTS
VEGAN KOREAN KIMCHI DUMPLINGS
GINGER CHILI SOY
GOAT CHEESE AND BASIL WONTONS
RANDEVOO SWEET CHILI DIPPING SAUCE

MAIN
SEARED KING SALMON
CARBONARA FRIED RICE - HOUSE CURED BACON - EDAMAME - CURED EGG YOLK - GARLIC CREAM SAUCE - GREEN ONION
TAYLOR COFFEE BRAISED SHORT RIBS
FONDANT THYME POTATOES - CRISPY CARROTS - ONION JUS - HERB ED GOAT CHEESE
CRISPY TOFU
CHILI ORANGE BASIL GLAZE - GARLIC ROASTED CARROTS - CRISPY SESAME RICE

DESSERT
PINEAPPLE CAKE
VANILLA BEAN ICE CREAM - CHERRY SAUCE - GINGER SYRUP
VEGAN DESSERT AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST